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The Importance of Brand

“A brand is the set of expectations, memories, stores 
and relationships that, taken together, account for a 
consumer’s decision to choose one product or service 
over another.”
— Seth Godin



Partnerships



Background and Experience
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Merchandising Your Brand

▪ The adage “old is new again” applies to many industries – ours is 
no different 

▪ Dr. David Eagleman a renowned neuroscientist writes “human 
touch represents a powerful form of non-verbal communication”

▪ Gallup reports that 36% of people under the age of 30 look 
forward to checking their mailboxes every day

▪ Patagonia, YETI Coolers, Outdoor Research, OluKai and Brooks 
Running have effectively used catalogs to target customers with 
rich branded stories and engaging merchandise collections – far 
more effective at building brand equity and driving response than 
a fleeting re-directed digital banner ad or an email 

▪ Direct to consumer print catalogs have proven time and again to 
raise the tide for multiple ‘sales channel’-oriented boats 



Celebrate Product!
▪ Catalogs today look like the have been merchandised by an 

Excel spreadsheet.  More product does not mean more $$.
▪ Make it easy for customers to learn what your brand finds 

important.  Go back to the basics.
▪ Feature large hero shots, close-ups or on model images.
▪ Use headers, technical call-outs, testimonials, reviews.
▪ Customers read good copy
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Make Product and Brand King!

▪ Make it crystal clear to the customer what 
you think is important when merchandising 
in digital or print

▪ Incorporate your brand and voice when 
showcasing products in imagery and copy

▪ Use metrics and forecasts as tools in your 
creative/merchandise toolbox, but don’t let 
them drive all decisions.  

▪ Merchandise should inspire the customers 
to go online and see your full assortment.

▪ Customers read good copy.

The Grand Enamel 
Thermometer
$249 

Good Thermometers 
don’t get enough 
credit, so when 
designing one to meet 
our standard, we made 
damn well sure it 
wouldn’t get unnoticed



Andy Bell, President

Jones Global Sports



Who was Bobby Jones, the man?



Bobby Jones, the Brand

• Launched in 1989 as the luxury 
sportswear arm of Hickey 
Freeman Tailored Clothing

• Premium product with premium 
pricing

• Business peaked in 2004

• Was a part of large corporate 
bankruptcies in 2009 and 2012

• Acquired by Jones Global Sports in 
2014



Brand Identity vs Brand Image

Brand Identity is: Brand Image is:

What WE
think and 
WANT
consumers
to think…

What the 
consumer 
ACTUALLY
thinks right 
now…



Brand Identity vs Brand Image
Re-Defining and Expanding a Brand



Brand Identity vs Brand Image
Failure to Expand the Definition

What do these three have in common?

Pennsylvania Reading B&O

They were Railroads….
That might have become Transportation Companies

All extremely lucrative companies and brands that no 
longer exist because they defined their business and 

their brands too narrowly.



Brand Identity vs Brand Image
Failure by Over Expansion of the Definition

Pat Boone was a successful pop singer in the United States during 
the 1950s and early 1960s. He sold more than 45 million records, 

had 38 top-40 hits, and appeared in more than 12 Hollywood films. 



Brand Identity vs Brand Image
Failure by Over Expansion of the Definition

In 1997, Boone released In a Metal Mood: No More Mr. Nice Guy, 
a collection of heavy metal covers. To promote the album, he 

appeared at the American Music Awards in black leather. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/In_a_Metal_Mood:_No_More_Mr._Nice_Guy


Re-Defining and Expanding Bobby Jones
Experienced

Youthful

ContemporaryTraditional

2014

2019

2019

• Clearly define ourselves as a 
premium men’s sportswear brand

• Accept that the core consumer has 
aged and we need to reach a 
younger audience without 
completely alienating the core

• Balance the product assortment to 
align with Brand Image to maximize 
revenue and Brand Identity to 
allow for expansion.

• Be authentic and strive to be great, 
not big.  Communicate our passion 
and motivation vigorously

• Be clear, compelling and consistent



Clear, Compelling and Consistent Communication

Print E-Mail Social and Digital



Clear, Compelling and Consistent Communication

Influencers and Authenticators



Infusing Soul Back into your Brand

• What is the soul of your brand?
• Why do people buy your products or service?
• Where are the emotional connections to your consumers?
• What makes them engage?

• How does your brand or service fit into their life?
• Realize there are many different reasons across all of your consumers.
• Once you understand that, you can look for logical ways to extend your brand with them.
• Share those reasons and experiences with your consumers and prospects to create a community of people 

and get a conversation started.  Reviews and referrals come from here.

• The answer can be elusive at times because it’s not always tangible.
• For Bobby Jones, the idea is aspirational.   It’s theater and emotion.   We are not a need based business.
• Our products won’t make our customers better people but we can make them think.
• We are built around the life and character of a world class human being that is aspirational.
• We strive to help them find their “good life” whatever that happens to be.



Infusing Soul Back into your Brand



Navigating “Big Data” as a Small Company

• Find the right partners!
• Being a generalist is great but surround yourself with experts
• Own your brand voice to ensure consistency across platforms especially with 3rd party providers are a part 

of the process

• We believe strongly in print to showcase our brand and present the purest form of the brand vision.
• The most invasive (is a positive way) form of marketing is a catalog in a mailbox.
• In a digital world, compelling creative in print is a wonderful reprieve.
• The data obtained through the process is an incredible asset if used properly…see find the right partners.

• Every brand requires its own unique balance of marketing and communication tools.
• Trial and error is the only path to discovery.  Test.  Learn.  Adapt.  Repeat.
• There is a reason email and digital are relatively inexpensive and fast.  Don’t be fooled by impressions 

when conversions matter most.
• Work hard to produce clear, compelling, consistent content that resonates with your consumers…don’t just 

be part of the noise.



Navigating “Big Data” as a Small Company

When people say 
“Omni-Channel” my 
mind immediately 
goes here:



Navigating “Big Data” as a Small Company

Find the right 
partners and it 
should feel a bit 
more like this:



Kevin Churchill

kchurchill@cohereone.com

805 212-0506
33

Thank You!

Andy Bell

abell@jonesglobalsports.com

404-836-0603
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